THE PERFECT INDICATIVE IN THE GREEK
PENTATEUCH AND THE HEBRE\ry QATALI

Anssi Voitila

The present article deals with the methodological issues concerning alleged
Hebrew interference in the Greek Pentateuch. What does it mean that a certain
form in a source text has or has not influenced another form in the translation?
The Greek perfect indicative rendered by l{ebrew qatal serves as atr example of
the problem of definition.

The theme of this aficle arose from a few puzzling facts that I had encountered conceming the use of the perfect indicative in the Septuagint. Here are the
facts2:
I

)

2)
3)
4)
5)

The aorist indicative appears as the most cornmon equivalent of the qatal

in the Greek Pentateuch.
The perfect indicative is the next most common equivalent'

Qatal

is also rendered by the present indicative and rarely by the

imperfect indicative.
The perfect indicative has the qatal as its Hebrew counterpart in most of
its occunences, the other Hebrew forms it renders being in a clear

minority.
In our text the perfect indicative only occurs in direct discourse or in

ört- or similar

clauses demanding the tenses of direct discourse.

Fact no. I clearly demonstrates that for the translator the qatal was a verbal
form that expresses past action. The two following facts, however, show that this
is only one side of the coin.
I should like to express my gratitude to Prof. Raija Sollamo, Prof. Jan Joosten and Dr. Trevor
Evans for having read a preliminary draft of this article and for all their useful comments'
2

These facts are to be found in Evans 2001, 147ff. and in my unpublished licenciate thesis
"Verbal Forms in the Septuagint: Translalion of the gatal, the wa15'iqtol, the yiqtol and lhe
wegatal in the Greek Pentateuch" (in Finnish), Hclsinki (Theology Library of the University

of Helsinki) 1995.
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The perfect indicative only appears in a certain type oftext (fact no. 5). The
methodologically correct way to proceed is to compare the perfect indicative
cases solely with the cases of other verbal forms which appear in the same type of
text as does the perfect indicative.3 In consequence, the statistical differencea bet-

ween the perfect and the majority equivalent, the aorist indicative, is reduced, and,
if we take into consideration fact no. 4 as well, the proportion of the perfect indi-

cative increases so remarkably that it calls for an explanation.
During the last few decades, the Hebrew verbal system has been the subject
of growing interest on the part of linguists (see e.g. McFall 1982; Gentry 1999).
The problem has been approached from different linguistic points of view. Only

I

myself (Voitila 2001) have provided evidence from the LXX translation of the Pentateuch that seems to support a theory that Hebrew combines
tense, aspect and modality in a system which shows certain similarities with that
of English, although the material studied then included only the present and imperfect indicative. According to this theory, qatal expresses anteriority with regard
to the moment of speakings (Joosten 1997,62; Voitila 2001, xvi-xvii; cf. also
recently,

DeCaen 1995; Hatav 1997).

I have shown (Voitila 2001, 55-68) how the qatal is also translated by the
present indicative in the same type of text, when it appears translated by the
3

In order to prove his "negative conclusion regarding bilingual interference in choice of the
perfect indicative form" Evans (2001, 153) should not compare qatal with wayyiqtol
(although wayyiqtol sometimes appears in the direct discourse too) but the qatal translated b!
the aorist indicative with the one fanslated by the perfect indicative in direct discourse, and
explain why the perfect indicative is used almost exclusively to translate qatal,

4

St¡tistics: Indicative forms translating qatal in direct discourse and in õrr-clauses depending
on verbs ofperception

All qatals

Aor. ind.

Perf. ind.

247

tót

47

Exodus

t54

7l

54

Leviticus

20

t5

3

Number¡

t47

85

34

Deuteronomy

r80

t45

l3

Tolal lo/o

't48n00

4't7t64

t'tl 20

Gcnesis

Pres. ind.
202
202

f5
6t0
6l/ I

Impf. ind.

6

20/

3

These statistics cover only lhe sections treated in my aforementioned study (Voitila 2001,
xxv). The perfect o16o is included in the number ofcases ofthe perfect indicative, unlike in
my previous study, due to its diflerent objective. Evans gives the figures ofall the cases in
the entire Pentateuch, inespective ofthe text type, ln using these resuhs, one should take into
consideration the nature ofthe direct discourse, i.e. how much it contains reportive utterance,
which influences the number of aorist indicatives in the text. For example, the relatively high
percentage of aorist indicatives in Deuteronomy is due at least pafly to this fact. The highest
proportion of the perfect indicative occurs irr Exodus (35 o/o of all the qatal cases) and
Leviticus attesting to the lowest.
5

This is not at all a generally accepted theory ofthe function ofthe Hebrew verbal system,
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perfect indicative. This seems only natural if we take into account that according
to several linguists the qatal is used in the sphere of the present in two of its functions: the qatal ofstative verbsó and the so called "coincidence qatal'7 and perfor'
mative qatals, where it has the present value. I came to the conclusion that the

tlat were liable to be rendered by the present indicative in Greek.
ln the cases of the present indicative used to translate coincidence and per-

qatal had usages

formative qatal, the translators did not consider that the qatal shared a temporal or
aspectual value common to all qatal forms, but they noted a usage similar to one
that the Greek present indicative has. Even if this feature of the translation seems
to be perfectly elegant Greek and does not seem to share the basic value of its
Hebrew counterpart, it does not mean that it does not at the same time reflect the
forms of the parent text. The context was, of course, the determinative factor
operating in the translator's mind when he came to interpret a qatal in this way,

but the verbal form in the Hebrew text was the element which set the process in
motion. Thus it is more likely that the use of the present in the performative utterances reflects the same use of the qatal form in the parent text. We should ask
accordingly whether there is something in the semantic field of the qatal or its
usages that evokes the Greek perfect indicative.e

In traditional Greek linguistic works and grammafs the basic value of the
Greek perfect is been characterised as "a completed action the effects of which
still continue in the present" (Smyth 1956 $ 1945). According to Chantraine (1927)
and Wackernagel (1904) the perfect was originally formed almost only from intransitive verbs and denoted solely the state ofthe subject. But in the 5th century
s.c. it developed a resultative perfect which indicates a state (of an object) resulting from a previously accomplished action ("continuing effects of the action upon
the object") (resultative perfect). In some recent studies (Sicking-Stork 1996;
Evans 1999, 199102;2001, l47ss)10, however, it is argued that the present state
ofthe subject constitutes the basic value ofthe perfect stem in Greek. The verbal

6
?
8
9

l0

Jot¡on-Muraoka

l99l $ l12a;Blake l95l $ 10.1.5;Hendel 1996,154,155ff';Hatav

1997,

t03, t79.

$ 106 i; Jollon-Muraoka $ ll2 f; Brockelmann 195ó,40; Meyer 1976,
189-t90; waltke-o'connor 1990 $ 30.5.1d; Decaen 1995,253ff; and Hendel 199ó, 156,

Cesenius-Kautzsch

who give definitions which seem to include the so called "performative qatal"'
Hillers 1995. For the problems involved in this sort of definition of oral presentation, see
Voitila 2001 , 6l . For example are w€ to interpret the 'nn: in Ex 7: I as performative, or as the
translator seems to have done, as referring to the previous "installation" of Moses in Ex 3?
Enunt came to a negative conclusion in his 2001 study. He states, "The only type ofHebrew
influence apparent ¡s contextual ,... but there is no special connection between these forms
[ie. between Creek perfect indicative and the Hebrew qatal].... Choices are dictated by
natural Greek preferences'" (Evans 2001, I53).
The resultative perfect lheory was already criticised by McKay 1965 and Rijksbaron 1984.
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form does not denote the corresponding past situationll but is only implied or preit is seen only as a lexical effect, In fact, the perfect of the stative

supposed, and

situation type does not even have this implication.
In Hebrew linguistics there are those scholars who consider the stative and
the coincident qatal as expressing the same value that they wish to attach to the
Greek perfect (see Gesenius-Kautzsch). According to others (Rundgren 196l

1963,6344; DeCaen 1995,250-253; Joosten 1997,6Zf.), rhe qatal

$22;

expresses the

verbal content as seen after its "term", which is anterior to the moment of speaking. with stative verbs, particularly those relating to an activity of the inner person, this term is the initial one (post-terminal meaning).12 Joosten (1997, 63, note
42) and Rundgren (19ó1, óH5), however, emphasize that the situation is not to
be seen as the result of previous action but the focus is on the state outside the
term, This post-terminal static value is also attached to the Greek perfect in a

work by the Spanish structuralist Martin S. Ruipérez (1982 $99-103).
These obvious similarities between the two languages are not without significance for our theme. The Hebrew qatal at least implies two poles of a single situation: a past situation and the present effect ofthat previous situation.l3 The translators' way of dealing with the qatal seems to indicate that they shared this view,
even if they worked only on the basis of their intuition. And this ambivalence of
the qatal is to be seen particularly in the textual type where the reference point is
the moment of speaking.

The translators seem to have treated the qatal of stative verbs in direct discourse as present tense and the qatal ofaction verbs as past tense. This is the case
with the stative it't', which is almost always translated by the present indicative
(7ruóore rvlbníorco0cr) or by the perfect indicative generally seen ari indicating
a present meaning (oÎôc) (voitila 2001, 58-59).la lìrus the stative qatals in direct
discourse have present interpretation even if seen "after the initial term". If we
compare the present indicative SrÀeî in the örr-clause depending on the verb of
perception in Gen 37:4 and the perfcct indicative rjycÍnrlrc in Ex 2l:5, we notice
that there is no great difference between the present and the perfect. It may be

ll
12
13
14

This word is used in this article following Comrie (1976) as a general term to cover such
words as "state", "event", "action", 'þrocess", etc.

'\nvl'does not mean "I

have known (but have forgotten)", but

"l

have come to knowledge, I

know." Jooslen 1997, 63.
This means that the verbal content of the stative situation type verbs is viewed after the
situation has started.
There seemed to be no difference in meaning between these verbs in Greek. On the conlrary,
thc stative translated by past tense indicative forms in Gen lE:19; 22:12 and Ex l8:l I refer
to knowledge that is explicitly gained at the moment in question (Voitila 2001, 59). On the
contrary, the present and perfect indicatives denote a knowledge, the initial point of which
was not specified in the context,
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argued that the present would denote the ongoing character of the situation and
that the perfect underlines rather the state of mind of the subject (l am loving - I
love).15

By contrast, most of the perfect indicative forms used to render qatal in the
material studied appear to imply or to denote a past action which is explicitly
stated or else implicitly presupposed in the previous context'
One also encounters examples of this kind with stative verbs. In cases like

'lxl ûR D:lJt{ rìNl IDNÞ ;lìil/ ilPnv ¡t ¡äÞ - Tí ðtr èyéÀcoev
ye ciÀ¡0óc ré¡o¡-rcr; åyò ôè YclaipqKc) or in
Àéyouoo'Apcí
Icippc åu åuurfr
Gen27:2,it is only the perfect that expresses the present state of the subject (the
first person singular), "l am old", whereas the present indicative would have indicated that the specified state had not yet been reached, "l am growing old". Yet'
Gen 18:13 (.,n:Þl

although it is rather difficult to point to the exact moment, it cannot be denied that
the situation presupposes a point at which the subject entered the state in question.
consider the following two instances of the verb épcío:: Gen 40:8: ì:Þ)n EìÞn
qùró. And Gen
ìnN Ix rnot -'Euúnutov EiôauEu, xqì é ouyxpívolv oür Ëorru
4l:15: tnx ììN rnÐì 'n¡þn DìÞn -'Evúnutov Ëg>psKs, xcì é ouyxpíuorv oúx ëotrv
qúró. tn both these cases the previous situation of "seeing a dleam" is indicated,

while only in the tast one is the content of the dream told. In the first case, the
translator used an aorist indicative to indicate a mere fact - "we saw a dream",
whereas in the next case, the author wished to emphasise the state in which the
subject finds himself - "I have seen a dream, I am a seer of a dream".l6Both
interpretâtions by the translator seem to agree with the value of the qatal given

before: the reader's attention is differently focused in relation to the final term of
the situation: in the first interpretation the focus is on the term itself and in the
second one it is on the state after the term.
A most interesting case for our discussion is the numerous occurrences of the
qatal tr. It is translated by present, perfect and aorist indicatives. For example, in
Genesis the form yün is translated four times by the present indicative, four times
by the aorist indicative and seven times by the perfect indicative'
In Gen 23: I I ( lb il,,nnl l¿y-rlf, '1") il¡n:! lÞ ìl-1l¡r¡ ;¡llt¿¡l lÞ 'nnl ¡'ti¿¡

- rbv

dypbu xq'r rb orniÀarou rb èv cúrc$ oor ôíôeout' èuqvríov ndvtcou rdu
noÀrróv pou öéðcofri oot) the qatal'nn: appears th¡ee times in the MT, of which
only two have an equivalent in the translation: the l¡rst is rendered by the present
t5

AccordingtoSicking-Stork(1996,139),"byaPerfectthestateispresentedasunalterableor
immutabþ" and by a p..t.ni th" state "will be discontinued". Theb examples do not unequivocally support this view.

l6

who
This is what is meant in my previous article (Voitila 1993) by the words, "l am the one
sentithe
conceming
connotalions
All
the
has seen this dream", i.e, th; state of the subject.
view in
ments that this state might include are a matter of context' See the critique of my
Muraoka 2001,20-Zl.
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indicative and the second by the perfect indicative.lTThe first and second qatals
represent a performative kind of action,ls the transaction/bargain is being made.l9
The third may be seen at least as a process that has already started, but more

it refers to the previous performative action (it happened before an
audience) which is having its effects on a situation going on in the present: "I am
the person who has made this transaction before witnesses"20. It is important to
reasonably

note that outside this performative usage which gives this situation a closed inter-

pretation,2l the present indicative of the verb ôrôóvqr means that the acte of
giving has not yet been accomplished (the term has not been reached) and we do
not know at that moment if it ever will be, i.e. the situation before its term (see
Smith 1997, 75). Instead, the perfect indicalive views the situation after the term,
"l have given, I am the giver". The aorist indicative seems to have a reportive
function, it solely states a past situation, as in Gen 27:37 (.nnt - ånoí¡oa) or in
Gen 30:18 where the qatal in the relative clause refers to a previous giving in Gen
30:9. In Dtn 3 we encounter seven rnnl qatals rendered by the aorist indicative
ððr^:xa, found in a catalogue-like presentation ofregions conquered and given to
named tribes of Israel.
The cases where the Lord is the subject of the giving are sometimes problematic when the supposed previous act of giving is not indicated (see for ex. Gen
l:29;9:3).In these cases, the perfect indicative seems to be used to translate the
situation the first time it is materialised. It may be however that the translator has
expressed the idea that the decision to give and so the giving proper was already
made in heaven.
Particularly puzzling, in this respect, are figures in Num l8 where the various
sacrifices are granted to Aaron and his sons. rnnt is translated seven times by
ôÉôc^lxq. On the other hand, the perfect indicative is used mostly in cases where
the previous situation of giving (here installation) is indicated, such as Gen 16:5

17

It

l8

to, the situation is translated by a different verbal form in order to demonstrate a different
focus in the discourse. See, for example, Gen 7:17-18 wherc the same wayyiqtol lrr (there
are other wayyiqtols, too, that are not actually of the same verb but only have a similar
semantic content) is first translated by an aorist indicative (v, 17) and then by an imperfect
indicative (v. l8), Voitila 2001, ló3-ló4, 172, 195.
The situations in Gen 9:13 (rí0nUt); 4!:41 (rc0íor¡U);4E:22 seem to require a similar

19
20
2l

¡s not unusual in the Creek Genesis that when one and the same situation is again refened

interpretation.

lt may well be that this is also the reason why the translator omitted the second one;
the same value as the previous one and was thus unnecessary.

it had

Compare the perfect indicalive in Gen 20:16, where the actual sum of money is mentioned
only in the Greek version in the previous verse.
l.e. the situation is performed by uttering il (Smith 1997, I I l). The situation is accomplished
afler the uttering. The imperfective viewpoint normally gives an opcn interpretalion of a
situation.
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(the actual giving is mentioned in Gen 16:3) and Gen l7:5 (Gen7:2,4). It seems
that in this way the translator desired to highlight the authority of the Lord (in so
doing assigning authority to the person installed) as the subject ofthe action: the
Lord is the giver or installer, as in Ex 3:13, 14 and l5 where the Lord urges Moses
to tell the people that "the Lord of our fathers has sent me to you" (' O oeòS róv
ncréprov üpóv cinéorqÀréu ue npbs üuds - o)rnìfx'¡ìþN D)'bN'lnþt¡')'
In this respect, another interesting case is the giving ofthe land. The land is

promised to Abraham for the hrst time in Gen 15:18, where the future is
employed ('nn: - 6óoco), and is mentioned again in Gen 35:12 and Dtn l:8
(nopcôéöc.:ro) in a relative clause where !nn: is rendered by the perfect indicative. 'nnl also appears in relative clauses referring to "the land that I have given
to you" in Num 20:12,24 and 33:53,lranslated by the perfect indicative, but in
Num 2?:12 and Dtn 9:23 it is rendered by the present indicative. It is not without
interest that the two last-mentioned occasions refer to a situation where the receiving proper of the land is or is supposed to be near.22 The process is an ongoing
one leading to its inevitable conclusion in the future.
There is still one case which deserves to be mentioned in order to illustrate
¡ìt?Jl lN i2.l:1
the two poles of qatal in direct discourse, in Num l2:2 ( XÞ;t ;11;l!

lìl

Mh Maruofr Póve ÀeÀcíÀr¡rev nípros; oúir xdr riUîv
èÀcíÀnÇqt¿; xdr fixouoev xúprog) where the perfect indicative altemates with the
aorist indicative. We know for a fact that the Lord spoke to Moses, but what we
do not know is whether He had spoken to Aaron and Miriam. In fact, the negative
aorist indicative states a simple fact whereas the perfect indicative serves to indicate the existing state, which of course implies that God had spoken to Moses

;1r;1ì yr¡t

rì r:1 ì:r ol

-

several times previously.
This presentation has not been anywhere neal a comprehensive investigation
into the use of the perfect indicative in the Greek Pentateuch or into the Hebrew

qatal either. Further study of this phenomenon is needed. I believe, however, that
parti'
enough has been demonstrated as to how complex an issue the definition of
cular cases ofinterference in the translation process can be. A small-scale survey
with a few examples here provides us with a model as to how the use of the
perfect indicative might be seen as motivated by the qatal in the parent text' Although the context played a determinative role in deciding which pole needs to be
brought out, the decisive factor that sets this process in motion is the Hebrew

verbal form and its context, the Greek being the result of this interpretative
process,

The qatal in direct discourse appeafs to be a complex verbal form in that it
expresses a situation - to use the terminology of Rundgren - after its term' This
a1

compare what was stated on p. 8 in connection with the present indicative of ôt6óvat'
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term may be an initial one, a transitional point between two states or the final
point ofan earlier situation. The kind ofterm that should be supposed depends on
the type of situation i.e. the lexical meaning of the verb in question, and on the
actual context in which the verb form occurs. Although the aorist indicative is the
most useful equivalent of this qatal too, it does not obviously always coincide in

every respect with the semantic freld of qatal, according to the translators. The
present indicative was a useft¡l equivalent for the perf'ormative and coincidence
fi¡nctions of the qatal and for stative verbs. Rather, the perfect indicative seems to
combine both of these poles: the term and its effect at the moment of speaking.
Thus the Greek perfect indicative conesponds in certain respects to Hebrew
qatal, although it is not the most common equivalent nor is it idiomatic Greek.
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